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	NAME: Nibizan
	DESCRIPTION: The dominant culture on the forest world of Vakarius, the Nibizan are an elegant, bird-like species, highly intelligent & non-violent, though entirely capable of defending themselves. In lower gravity, they are capable of flight over short distances. In higher gravities, they are either entirely flightless or capable of gliding short distances, but are extremely quick & nimble regardless. Highly intelligent & unemotional to the point of coldness, they have developed an advanced culture, with an extensive neural network that allows instantaneous communication with any part of the planet. They also maintain automated, environmentally neutral manufacturing facilities, producing many of the planet’s needs: food, clothing, vehicles, computers, & housing. Their desalination plants turn sea water into fresh water, eliminating the need to import water. They are the wardens of a unique & delicate world, & wish to maintain Vakarius’s balance while at the same time assuring peace & prosperity for their species.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13: "We maintain balance in all things."
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Physically the Nibizan are tall & slender, with beaked faces & feathered crests. Their arms are covered in long black-tipped gray feathers & end in delicate fingers. Their legs are long & thin, ending in bird-like claws. Clothing consists primarily of accessories such as belts, backpacks, harnesses, & headgear such as goggles. They can see perfectly in dim light & they see 2x as far as other humanoids. No Diff penalties.
	TALENTS: Nibizan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Knowledgeable [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Nibizan are highly knowledgeable & capable of quick learning. When attempting any Computer, Engineering, Life Science, or Physical Science task rolls, you roll twice & take the best of the 2 results.
	TALENT NAME 2: Limited Flight
	TALENT TEXT 2: In gravity lighter than 0.75 standard, Nibizan gain a fly speed of 3 hexes (average). In gravity up to 1.25 standard, They can glide 3 hexes/turn, losing 2' of altitude for every hex of forward movement. In gravities higher than 1.25, they cannot fly at all.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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